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ABSTRACT

Data on the catch per day at each age and the annual fishing effort for Georges Bank
haddock are available for the period 1932 to 1951. These data provide five estimates of the
natural mortality rate. The estimates indicate that sampling for the older ages in the catch
has been inadequate for the purpose of computing natural mort,alities. Between ages 3 and 4,
a negative natural mortality coefficient is obt,ained, indicating the possibility of incomplete
recruitment at age 3.

The data between ages 4 and 6 provide two estimates of natural mortality, both near
zero. It is concluded that an upper limit of the natural mortality coefficient of 0.2, cor
responding to an annual expectation of death of 15 percent, is sufficiently conservative for
predicting the effect of increases in mesh size on yield.
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NATURAL MORTALITY RATE OF THE GEORGES BANK HADDOCK

By Clyde C. Taylor, Fishery Research Biologist, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

When n regulat.ion t.o increase t.he mesh size
of net.s used by t.rawlers engaged in the Georges
Bank haddock fishery was first considered, the
importance of nn accurate estimate of the rate
of natural mortality of haddock was fully realized
(Graham 1952). The average annual-t.otal mor
talit.y rate over t,he period 1931 to 1948 was known
to be 45 percent, but the proper partition of this
rate into fishing and natural mortality was un
known.

To assess the changes resulting from increases
in mesh size which, in effect, increase the age
at which the fish are first subject to capture by
the gear, yield curves were caleulated using the
following annual expectations of death from na
tural causes: 0, 7.5, 15.0, 22.5, and 30.0 percent.
Experiments with nets had shown that the small
mesh net had a 50 percent selection point for
haddock at 25 centimeters, corresponding to an
age for haddock of about 1~ years. Yield com
putations showed that substantial increases in
yield could be expected with lal'ger-meshed nets
at the lower natural mortality rates and that even
if the natural mortalit.y were as high as 30 percent,
no decrease in yield would result from an increase
in mesh size designed to raise the age of haddock
at first capture to 2}~ years (Graham 1952).

Before recommending an increase in mesh size
t.o the International Commission for the North
west Atlantic Fisheries, the Scientific Advisors to
Panel 5 of that Commission reviewed the avail
able data bearing on the haddock fishery. It was
the considered opinion of t.hat group that the
natural mort.ality rate probably did not exceed
15 percent annually. In the course of these delib
erations, it appeared that an objective estimate
could not. be obtained from the available data.
Efforts to apply a method for estimating natural
mortality from information on the catch per day
and the annual fishing intensity had produced
meaningless results.

I have reviewed these early attempts to estimate
natural mortality of the Georges Bank haddock.
The reason for their failure is apparent. Using

the same data and a method of analysis differing
in treatment but not in principle, estimates of the
magnitude of natural mortality were obtainable
and are presented here. This additional informa
tion is necessary to refine the criteria establishing
the age and size at which haddock should be
harvested to obtain the maximum yield.

Calculation of M, Natural Mortality Coefficient

Bevert,on and Holt (1956, Appendix D) show
the derivation of an equat.ion relating the log
ratio of the annual mean abundance in pairs of
successive years to the fishing int.ensity:

where:
.N,,=mean abundance of age group 'v

in year x,
.+IN,,+l=mean abundance a year later,

},,=fishing intensity in year x,
}"+1 = fishing intensity in year x+ 1,

c=constant relating fishing intensity
to the instantaneous fishing mor
tality rate, and

M=natural mortality coefficient. l

The magnitude of the second term on the left
side of equation (1) departs from zero with the
magnitude of the' change in fishing intensity
between each year in a pair. Thus, given a series
of pairs of years with fishing intensities and
corresponding indices of abundance of the age
groups, a linear relation between fishing intensity
and the total mortality coefficient should be
obtained. The slope of t,he best fitting regression
line provides an estimate of c, and the v-intercept
an estimate of M.

We note from (1) that a direct solution for c
and Al cannot be found because of the second

I M is an instantanpous raw. Thp annual natural mortallty rate is equal
to !-t-M. II M=O.!, for example, the annual natura! mortality is !-t....·,.

or 0.0952, or 9.52 perCt'nt.
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EFFORT (THOUSANDS OF DAYS)
FIGURE I.-Regression of the log-ratio of abundance, ages 4 and 5, on effort.

term on the left side of the equation, which also
contains c and M. We may, however, solve for
these values by an iterative process, first con
sidering the second term to be zero and computing
the line of best fit for the logs of the abundance
ratios for each pair of years plotted against the
effort in the first year of each pair (fig. 1). The
estimates of c and AI. Ums obtained are used to
evaluate the second term of equation (1) to obtain
more exact estimates. The procedure is repeated
until successive estimates of c and M do not differ
significantly. An illustrative example of the
computational procedure is shown in Appendix
A, p. 6.

Table 1 shows the catch per day in numbers of
Georges Bank haddock, ages 3 to 8, for the years
1932 "to 1951, together with the fishing intensity
expressed as thousands of days fished within the
Georges Bank area. The effort is a "calculated"
effort based on the effort, catch, and catch per day
of a standard study group of large otter trawlers
fishing on Georges Bank. The total effort within

the Georges Bank area is estimated by dividing
the total catch from the area by the catch per day
of the standard study group.

From the data of table 1, we may attempt five
estimates of the natural mortality rate (for age
groups III and IV, IV and V, etc.). The values of
c and AI. obtained by applying equation (1) to
table 1 are summarized in table 2 together with
the standard error of the regression line, (Se) , the
standard error of AI., (Sm), the standard error of
estimate, (Su.") and t,he confidence limits. A
plot of the data for ages 4 and 5 is shown in figure 1.
Note that the log ratio of abundance is plotted to
base 10 and not base e. The value of the slope
and intercept are multiplied by 2.3026 to satisfy
the requirements of equation (1).

DISCUSSION

Examination of the 1951 worksheets used to
compute natural mortality shows that the attempt
was abandoned when a negative valuE'! of c, the
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slope of the regression line, was obtained. Fishing
mortality is related to fishing intensity as follows:

(2)

where F is the instantaneous fishing mortality
rate. A negative value of c means that increases
in fishing result in decreases in fishing mortality.
This meaningless result might come about from
various errors or bias in the data, such as inade
quate sampling resulting in unreliable age com
position data, bias in the effort data, variations in
the availability of fish from year to year, or great
variabilitv in 1Jf. One might also suspect that
variation~ in the fishing intensity, f, during the
period covered by the data had not been suffici
ently large to cause measurable variations in the
second term of equation (1).

On examining the computations, I find that the
procedure adopted was to calculate the log-ratio
of the catch per day of ages 3 to 9+ in one year
to the catch per day of ages 4 to 9+ in the follow
ing year.2 This procedure is theoretically correct
if the following assumptions can be safely made:
(1) the fish are fully recruited to the fishery at
age 3, (2) the natural mortality rate is constant,
over the range of ages, and (3) the sampling and
age composition data are equally reliable through
out the age range.

Table 2 sheds some light on the validity of the
foregoing assumptions. B~tween ages 3 and 4
the natural mortality estimate has a high negative
value. This result raises some doubt that we are
safe in concluding that recruitment is complete
at age 3. Possibly the losses through natural
mortality between ages 3 and 4 may be more than
compensated by additional recruitment at age 4.

It has been generally assumed in the work with
haddock that 3-year olds were fully available and
therefore mortality rates have been computed
onwards from this age. Indeed, we find that if
we compute the average mortality rate from age 4,
the total mortality coefficient does not differ
significantly from that calculated from age 3.
Earlier estimates of total mortality are not, then,
invalidated. Nevertheless, the data of table 1
suggest that the mortality rate from age 3 to 4 is
somewhat less than from age 4 to 5, as we might,

, Age determinations an> not made for haddock older than Y years. All
flsh 9 years or older are grouped as 9+ and comprllW less than 1 percent b)'
numbers of the landings.

expect if recruitment is not entirely complete at
age 3.

Before considering assumption (2), we ne.ed to
examine assumption (3), that the data are equally
reliable throughout the age range. In evaluating
the reliability of these results, we find that on the
average over the period in question, 87.9 percent
by numbers of a year class are taken during their
first 5 years in the fishery; that 6.1 percent
consist of 6-year old fish; 3.0 percent are 7-year
olds; and only 1.3 percent are 8-year olds. The
numbers of these ages taken in the samples from
the catch are of corresponding relative magnitude,
so that age composition of the larger fish is deter
mined from considerabiy smaller samples than
are available for determining the proportions of
ages among the smaller fish. Thus, while the
number of ratios used in computing the regression
of equation (1) may be the same, the reliability of
the ratios themselves differ.

A further consideration affecting estimates
derived from the older ages is evidence that,
during certain periods of the year, the older fish
tend. to be. found in deeper water not so heavily
fished (CoIt.on 1955).

Between ages 6 and 7, we obtain on the first
it,eration, from the data of table 1, a negative
value of c (- .1264) and a high positive value of
111 (1.575). Again, between ages 7 and 8, we
obt,ain a high value of Al (0.491) but this time the
slope of the regression line is positive (c=0.0657).
Since these estimates of natural mortality are as
high or considerably higher than observed total
mortalities in some year classes during their life
time in the fishery, we conclude that the data for
haddock older than 6 years are not sl.fficiently
accurate for use in estimating the magnitude of
natural mortality.

Since we mus't question the reliability of data
from age 6 onwards which are based on relatively
smaller numbers of fish than for the younger
ages, we are not able to decide whether the natural
mortality rate is constant from ages 3 to 9
(assumption ~).

We see, then, that the three assumptions
necessary for making a gross comparison of ages
3 to 9+ and 4 to 9+ are either invalid or in
doubt. It is not, therefore, surprising that the
attempt to use this procedure met with failure.

Considering now the estimates of natural mor
tality derived from the data for ages 4 and 5,
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and 5 and 6, we obt.ain t.wo est.imat.es of Al which
do not. differ significantly (t.able 2). These
est.imates are dose t.o zero but, t.he confidence
limit.s indicat.e t.he estimates are not. precise.

In estimating .J..l1, which is t.he value of the
Y-int.ercept of the regression line, one is extrnp
olating considerably beyond the range of t.he
data. In these circumst.ances it is stat.istically
sound t.o use an estimate of t.he errol' which
depends bot.h on the st.andard error, and t.he
st.andard error of the slope of the regression line
(Snedecor 1946, p. 120). Interpreted biologically
andin the light of what is known about the Georges
Bank haddock fishery, t.hese confidence limits
merely indicate the precision of t.he data and not
the probabilit,y of the nat.ural mort.alit.y actually
exceeding these limits.

The average t.ot,al mort.alit.y rate of Georges
Bank haddock over t.he period 1931 t.o 1948 was
0.6 (45 percent. annually) (Graham 1952). The
upper 95 percent. confidence limit.s for the est.imat.es
between ages 4 and 6 are dose t.o this value (t.able
2). More than 90 million pounds of haddock, on
the average, were annually removed from the
fishery between 1931 and 1950. Information on
the relat.ive abundance of ages made possible
accurate predictions of the catch (e. g., Schuck,
1952). The probabilit.y of the natural mortality
being equal t.o the t.ot,al mortality is far more
remote than the confidence limits indicate.

Assessment of the effeet of mesh regulation on
the haddock fishery is. an operational problem
requiring a likely working value of AI. Examining
table 2, we note that t.he values of c, the slope of
the regression of mortality on effort, are quite
consistent from ages 3 to 6, the ages for which the
abundance ratios are most. accurately detl:'rmined.
This consistenc.y suggests that, the standard errol'
of the regression line, Sv.z, indicates the likely
limits of AI. On this basis, we note from table 2
t.hat there is one chance in t.hree that. the nat.ural
mortalit.y eoefficient exceeds 0.196 for ages 4 and
5, and only five chances out of a hundred that it
exceeds 0.380. For ages 5 and 6, we obtain
similar estimates nt somewhat. lower levels of
confidence.

In view of the rather low estimates of Al
obtained from t.he abundance and effort. data, it
is conduded that a working value of about. 0.2
is sufficiently high for a conservative prediction
of the effect. of mesh regulat.ion but thnt models
must be explored wit.h values of 1'1 ranging up t,o
0.4.

On the basis of a 45 percent total-annual mor
talit.y, a naturnl mortalit.y coefficient of 0.2 is
equivnlent. to nn annual expectation of death
from natural causes of 15 percent, while a coeffi
cient of 0.4 is equivnlent to 30 percent..

SUMMARY

A review of an enrly and unsuccessful nttempt
to est.ablish a nat.ural mortality estimate for
Georges Bnnk haddock shows that while the
method applied wns correct in principle, it failed
to produce a menningful result because three basic
assumpt.ions were eit,her not fUlfilled or were in
doubt. These assumptions are: (l) haddock are
fully recruited at age 3, (2) the natural mortality
rate is const.ant over the range of ages, and (3)
the sampling and age-composition dat.a are equally
reliable throughout t.he age range.

Using the same data and method, but treating
the age groups individually rat.her than grouped, .
five estimates of the natural mort.ality coefficient.
are obt.ained. These est.imates indicat.e that
sampling for t.he older ages in t.he catch has been
inadequate for the present purpose. Between
ages 3 and 4, a negative natural mort.alit,y coeffi
cient. is obtained, indicat.ing t.he possibility of
incompJet,e recruitment at age 3. The data
between ages 4 and 6 provide two est.imat,es of
natural mortalit.y, both near zero.

The standard error of the regression line indi
cates that it. is unlikely the natural mortality
coefficient exceeds a value of about 0.3. Alt.hough
a value of 0.2, which is equivalent. to an annual
mortalit.y of 15 percent from natural causes, is
sufficiently conservat.ive for analyt.ieal purposes at.
t.he present. t.ime, ot.her yield models with values
of Al rnnging up t.o 0.4 must, be explored.
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T ABLE I.-Statistics of the Georges Bank Haddock Fishery 1

-----_._,..---_.-------------------------_._---

Year

III

Catch per day at Age-

I_V 1 V VI _-'_V_I_I V_I_II E_ff_o_r_t_

1932 _
1933 _
1934 _
1935 _
1936 _
1937 _
1938 _
1939 _
1940 _
1941 ~c _

1942_" _
1943 _
1944 _
1945 _
1946 _
1947 _
1948 _
1949 _
1950 _
1951 _

2, 849 ---------- ------ - - -- ---------- ---------- ----------
722 1,144 ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

1,073 711 683 ---------- ---------- ----------
1,284 583 520 438 ---------- ----------
I, 796 931 408 244 231 ----------
1.309 704 542 256 121 65

966 482 267 207 120 44
2. 378 654- 282 126 114 43
1,658 1,021 312 186 94 28
1,280 1,046 752 231 122 38
2,566 1,038 624 363 158 34
3, 608 1,591 536 504 155 64
1,414 2, 610 949 416 96 90

419 1,246 1,219 486 193 62
1, 9\17 398 854 562 218 48
1. 190 862 250 314 179 88
2, 406 704 400 174 120 68
1,669 1,307 330 149 88 56

708 831 680 240 114 53
3, 886 344 416 3i4 133 52

9. 11
8.41
4.84
6.45
6.22
8. HI
7.87
8.02
7.22
7.33
5. i3
4. 88
5.66
4.89
7.28
8.22
7. 71
7. 14
5.72
6.49

I Catch per day is expressed in numbers and effort in thousands of days.

1. 075

O. 374
.380
.482

.783

0.102
.196
.243

67 percent 95 percent

Upper confidence limits
of M based on oS•. x

oS•. r

±.292

±0.272
±.184
±.239

-.489 to 1. 472

-0. 886 to O. 546
-.495to .514
-.675 t.o. 519

95 percent confi
dence limit.s of M

I

Ages c oS(' M 8M

II to IV ___________ O. 1022 ±0.021 - O. 170 ±0.341
V to V____________ .0845 ±.016 .012 ±.240

to VI ____________ .0823 ±.022 .004 ±.337
I to VIL __________ *- .1264 *1. 575 --------- --"----- ---
II to VIIL ________ .0657 ±.029 .491 ±.457

I
I
V
V
V

TABLE 2.-Estimated I'alues of c alld J.l,1, together with errors and confidence limits
.-----.---------

• Based on first Iteration only.



APPENDIX A

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE FOR SOLVING EQUATION (1) FOR c AND M

The procedure for solving equation (I), page 1
may be outlined as follows (Beverton 1954):

1. Let .fz--fO:+1 in the second term on the left
hand side of equation (1). This reduces the term
to zero.

2. Plot the logs of the abundance ratios for
each pair of years against the effort in the first
year of each pair. Compute the regression co
efficients, which are the first estimates of c and M.
Call them CI and MI'

3. Replot the data, computing a value of the
log correction term, using CI and "All for each pair
of years, and adding it to the log ratios previously
plotted. Again compute regression coefficients,
calling these more exact values C2 and "A12•

4. Do a' third iteration using C2 and 1Y12 to esti
mate Ca and "Ala. Repeat the procedure until
successive it.erations do not differ significantly.
These are the best estimates of C and "AI.

lVork sheet for first iteration

Year Az B z Cz Dz E z
class I1INx IVNx+l AzlBz LoglOC z effort

--------
1929_____ 2849 1144 2. 49 O. 396 9.11
1930_____ 722 711 1. 02 .009 8.41
Hl3L ____ 1073 583 1. 84 .265 4. 84
1932_____ 1284 931 1. 38 .140 6.45
1933_____ 1796 704 2.55 .406 6. 22
1934_____ 1309 482 2. 72 .434 8. 19
1935_____ 966 654 1. 48 · 170 7.87
11136_____ 2378 1021 2. 33 .367 8.02
1937_____ 1658 1046 1. 58 · 199 7.22
1938____ c 1280 1038 1. 23 .090 7.33
1939_____ 2566 1591 1. 61 .207 5. 73
1940_____ 3608 2610 1. 38 · 140 4.88
194L ____ 1414 1246 1. 13 .053 5.66
1942_____ 419 398 1. 05 .021 4.89
1943_____ 1997 862 2. 32 .365 7.28
1944_____ 1190 704 1.69 .228 8.22
1945___ .__ 2406 1307 1. 84 .265 7. 71
1946_____ 1669 831 2.01 .303 7.14
1947_____ 708 3-14 2.06 .314 5.72
1948_____ ( 3886) _________ -------- --------- (6.49)

( VNX) ( I1INx )Column Dz=loglO v+ 1Nx+ 1 =loglo IVNx+ 1 =loglO 2.49=0.396

N=19
~Dz=4.372

~Ez= 130.89

2:E2z =932.9313
~DzEz =31.13234

6

Base 10
~ Q0325
A{I ~________________________________ .0065

Base e

O. 0748
.015
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Work sheet Jor second iteration

7

I
Fz G", Hz I z J z K z

Year class D., Ez E", (.0748) F",+.0150 1-e-Q,I: GzHz+l loglo I z Jz+Dz
GZ+lHz

1929 ____________ O. 396 9.11 0.681 O. 696 0.5014 1. 02 O. 009 O. 405
1930_____________ .009 8. 41 . 629 .644 .4748 1. 13 .053 .062
1931 ____________ .265 4. 84 .362 .377 .3141 .95 -.023 .242
1932____________ .140 6. 45 .482 .497 .3917 1. 00 000 · 140
1933 ____________ .406 6.22 .465 .480 .3812 .94 -.027 .379
1934____________ .434 8. 19 .613 .628 .4664 1. 01 . .004 .438
1935 ____________ . 170 7. 87 .589 .604 .4534 .99 -.004 · 166
1936 ____________ .367 8. 02 .600 .615 .4593 1. 03 .013 .380
1937 ____________ . 199 7.22 .540 .555 .4260 1. 00 000 · 190
1938____________ .090 7. 33 .548 .563 .4305 1. 06 .025 .115
1939 ____________ .207 5.73 .429 .444 .3586 1.. 03 .013 .220
1940 ____________ .140 4. 88 .365 .380 .3161 .98 -.009 · 131
1941 ____________ .053 5.66 .423 .438 .3547 1. 03 .013 .066
1942 ____________ .021 4. 89 .366 .381 .3168 .92 -.036 -.015
1943 ____________ .365 7. 28 .544 .559 .4283 .97 -.013 .352
1944 ____________ .228 8. 22 .615 .630 .4674 I. 01 .004 .232
1945 ____________ .265 7. il .577 .592 .4468 1. 02 .009 .274
1946 ____________ .303 7. 14 .534 .549 .4225 1. 05 .021 .324
1947 ____________ .314 5.72 .428 .443 .3579 .98 -.009 .305
1948 ____________

---------- (6. 49) .485 .500 .3944 ------------ ---------- ----------

•

N=19
I:E z =130.89
I:K.,=4.415

I:E:=932.9313
I:E zK z =31.70379

Base 10 Base e
C2_________________________________________ .0413 .0951
M

2
-.0525 -.121

The fourth iteration yields the following values for C4 and M 4 :

Base 10
C4 .--_____ 0.0444

M4 - - - - - - __ - - - __ - - - - - O. 0740

Base e
O. 1022

-0.170
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